Introduction

Educating Physically:
A kinesthetic approach to the academics.

By Eric Turrill

Physical Education is the process of learning about
moving. Educating Physically is the process of learning
while moving. In this book you will find 101 ways to get
your students up, moving, and learning. The purpose to
these activities is to reinforce the concepts you just taught
your students. After your lesson, have the students get up
and play one of these activities that reinforce the lesson you
just taught. The idea is to link the new information to
something previously learned, such as a song, a movement,
a smell, a texture, a sound. By connecting a previously
learned concept with a newly learned concept the student
will have greater success at retaining the new information.
Every child has their own learning style. These
activities tap into their kinesthetic learning by allowing
them to feel the lesson in their body. Your auditory learners
will listen to the classmates to reinforce their own learning.
Your visual learners will be watching their classmates.
Your tactile learners will have their hands and feet moving
and exploring.
In a traditional classroom these types of behaviors
would not be tolerated. In your classroom your students
will thrive at learning because you are giving them the
opportunity to learn and be successful on their terms, in
their learning style.
A kinesthetic classroom doesn’t happen all at once.
Go to the table of contents and pick out an activity that
reinforces one of your upcoming lessons. Try that one
activity by yourself first. You might find that you would
like to alter the activity to add a little of your own flare or
personality. There sure is more than one way to play “Tag”.
Think of your classroom setting. Would this activity be
better outside on the blacktop? What about the cafeteria,
before or after lunch? What about a side hallway? Or What
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about the physical education room? If you ask nicely and
promise to bring it back, I’m quite sure your physical
education specialist will allow you to borrow any necessary
equipment.
Now that you have thought this out, it is now time
to try it out. Don’t give up if your first attempt isn’t a
success. Being allowed to get up in the classroom and
move is an outlandish concept for many students. After
your first activity you might have to lay down some ground
rules before your next reinforcing activity. Such as:
• Inside voices
• No running inside
• Be respectful of our classmates &
• Be respectful of our classmates property
Once you have your students into the idea that
kinesthetic learning is not recess, you are now free to open
up your classroom to a world of new possibilities. Have
fun, be creative, and your students will learn and love
learning.
Many of these games and activities were created out
of simple observation. Teachers would tell me about their
lesson and I would create a closure activity to cement the
information from the lesson into the students’ long term
memory. While you are teaching your lesson watch your
students and make notes on which students might be having
a difficult time. These are the students who might have a
varied learning style. A kinesthetic, hands on game/activity
might be the answer that child has been looking for.
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Eye and Ear Dominance
The information I am sharing with you comes from
a book called: “The Dominance Factor: How Knowing
Your Dominant Eye, Ear, Brain, Hand, & Foot Can
Improve Your Learning” By Carla Hannaford, Ph.D.
From reading this book I gained the understanding
that we are possibly teaching to our students weaknesses.
As a physical educator I would never expect a right-handed
student to learn a new skill by only using his/her left hand.
This is setting the child up for frustration and failure.
At the beginning of every school year I teach the
classroom teachers the importance of knowing the students’
eye & ear dominance’s so we can seat students in the
classroom based on from where the teacher predominantly
teaches. As adults we have had several past classroom or
presentation learning experiences. We know to seat
ourselves in a place that benefits our ability to learn the
information. Our students do not have this past knowledge
of what works best for them, plus they don’t have the
freedom to pick their own location for learning.
How do we test the students? In checking their eye
dominance, I give them a poly spot with a hole cut in the
center. I instruct the student to hold the poly spot with both
hands, extend his/her arms out to full extension while
holding the spot below his/her waist. I then have the child
look at me and raise the spot up in front of his/her face with
his/her arms still extended, looking at me through the hole
in the poly spot. From the other side I will only see one of
his/her eyes and that is his/her dominant eye.
In checking for ear dominance, I use two different
methods. I either walk up to each individual student and
hold a clipboard about 2” from his/her nose and tell him/her
that I am very softly tapping my pin on the back of the
clipboard and I want him/her to put his/her ear up to the
clipboard and tell me if I am tapping with the metal tip or
7
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the plastic tip of the pin. Whichever ear he/she puts up is
his/her dominant ear. Or I will tell all the students to find
personal space against the wall and try to hear what is
happening on the other side. I can quickly assess an entire
class with this method. With the group assessment method
you need noise on the other side (cafeteria noise,
construction noise, recess noise, kindergarten pick up or
drop off noise). Your assessment has to be quick, because
some of your students will begin making faces at each other
and are no longer with their dominant ear to the wall.
In relaying the information to the teachers and
students I explain to them the outcomes of the results and
what impact it has on their ability to learn in the classroom.
When a student is left ear dominant, he/she learn better if
the information is coming into his/her left ear and should be
sitting on the right side of the classroom. When the child is
right ear dominant, he/she benefit from information coming
into their right ear and should sit on the teachers left. Eye
dominance works in the same manner. Right eyes should sit
on the left and left eyes should sit on the right. Same side
combinations work the best in placement. Left ear & left
eye students are definitely on the right side and right ear &
right eye students are definitely on the left side of the
teacher. Mixed students are little more difficult. We know
that they should be placed in the middle of the class, but to
which side of the middle depends on that students learning
preference. Are they predominately a visual or auditory
learner? To know the answer to this question you have to
know the learner. For a visual learner favor the side of
his/her eye dominance and for an auditory learner favor
his/her ear dominance.
By placing students in their correct learning
position, you will notice a decrease in discipline problems
and an increase in your students’ ability to focus longer.
Your students will not be as frustrated with learning
because we are now teaching to their strengths.
www.rhepe.com
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Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

1-5
Grade’s:
Spell A Word
26 alphabet posters, 26 cards with two
exercises on each. Grade level spelling
word cards.
Description: Letters posted around gym with two exercises
under each letter. Students upon entering the gym are
placed with a partner and are given a spelling word.
Students perform a locomotor movement to the first letter
of their spelling word and do 10 of either exercise and then
locomotor to the next letter. After performing the entire
word the students give their card to the helper and helper
flashed them a new spelling word this word will be
completed by memory and together.
1-5
Lesson In:
Grade’s:
Spell Tag
Name:
None
Equipment:
Description: Pick 1/4 class to be the taggers. If you get
tagged by a tagger then you are frozen the only way back
into the game is to spell the spelling word the tagger gives
you. If you spell it correct you are back in the game. If you
are incorrect the tagger will spell it for you correctly and
then you can spell it again. After a couple minutes pick the
next 1/4 and they are now the taggers. Continue until
everyone has a turn to be a tagger.
1-5
Lesson In:
Grade’s:
Jump Rope Letters & Words
Name:
1 Jump Rope per Student
Equipment:
Description: Give the students a letter and have them make
the letter with their jump rope. This teaches them how to
creatively think of the letters. You can also notice the
students you are seeing the letters backwards in their mind
9
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and help them to see the letters the correct way. After the
students have practiced several letters. Partner them up and
have them spell a two letter word. For the younger grades
they will discuss and spell several words just to come up
with a two letter word. This also teaches reading and
spelling from left to right. After a few words, partner them
up with another group to make four letter words. The final
step for older grades would be to combine with another
group and make eight letter words. This takes a lot of
spelling and cooperation.
1-5
Lesson In:
Grade’s:
Letter Tag
Name:
None
Equipment:
Description: Pick 1/4 class to be the taggers. If you get
tagged by a tagger then you are frozen the only way back
into the game is to make the letter that tagger gives you.
You can make the letter with your body or fingers. The
letter can be lower or upper case. Once you make the letter
you are back in the game. After a couple minutes pick the
next 1/4 and they are now the taggers. Continue until
everyone has a turn to be a tagger.
1-5
Grade’s:
Lesson In:
Human Easel
Name:
None
Equipment:
Description: This activity requires groups of two. Step 1:
One student writes a letter on the other students back and
they figure out what the letter is. Trade places. Step 2: One
student writes a letter on the others back and the second
student writes the letter on the ground, non-verbal
communication. Trade places. Step 3: Student #1 Writes a
two letter word and student #2 figure out the word. Trade
places. Step 4: combine step 3 with step 2. Step 5:
Gradually progress to larger words.
11
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Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

1-5
Grade’s:
Bean Bag Toss Spelling
1 Bean Bag for Every Partner Group

Description: Students partner up. The students practice
tossing and catching to one another. In grades 1-5 the pair
choses a spelling word, the first partner tosses up the bean
bag and before the other partner can catch it they have to
call out the first letter of the spelling word. This partner
now passes back the bean bag and their partner has to call
out the next letter of the spelling word before they catch the
bean bag. Continue back and forth until the word is spelled.
This is a group challenge to see if your groups can spell
the word without dropping the bean bag. How many words
can your group do? Grades 3-5 progress from this into
actual words. Player one calls out a two letter word player
two has to spell the word before they catch the bean bag.
Repeate two letters and eventually progress up to three, and
four, and five, etc.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

1-5
Grade’s:
Ball Skills on Spelling Cards
1 Ball Per Player

Description: Scatter all your spelling cards around the gym.
If you’re working on basketball students will dribble to a
card and dribble out the word on that card (i.e., g-o-o-s-e)
then move on to a new card. One player per card.
Challenge is to see how many cards you can dribble
successfully on. For your soccer unit do toe taps on the ball
on the card. For football, self toss out the spelling word.
For volleyball, set or bump out the spelling word.
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Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Letter Recognition &
Grade’s: K-2
Alphabet
Alphabet Relay Race
5 Sets of Alphabet Index Cards

Description: Make 5 groups of 3-4 lined up on one side of
the gym. On the other side of the gym each group has their
own set of alphabet cards. When I say “GO” the relay race
begins. The first student from each line runs down to their
pile finds the letter “A” and places it behind their pile and
runs back to their line. Second student runs down and finds
the letter “B” and places it beside the letter “A” and runs
back. Continue until the alphabet is formed. N E X T ...
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

1-5
Grade’s:
Spelling Relay Race
5 Sets of Alphabet Index Cards, plus a deck
of repeat letters

Description: After the students have played Alphabet Relay
Race the next level is to begin playing the same game
except with spelling words. You call out a grade
appropriate word and the first student travels down to their
line of letters performing a called out locomotor movement.
This student pulls out the first letter of the challenge word
places it in front of their line of letters and locomotors back
to their group. Second student locomotors down pulls out
the second letter and so on until the word has been spelled.
In the next round the first student has to clean up the last
word by placing the letters back in the letter line. Try to
keep the words to non-repeat letter words, the extra pile of
letters is for the fourth and fifth graders to use the extra
A’s, L’s, E’s, etc., but you can probably get by with nonrepeate letter words.

13
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Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

1-5
Spelling
Grade’s:
Spelling Mania
Spelling Mania Exercise Sheet

Description: Students are spread out in personal space. I
call out a spelling word. The students, on their own, spell
the word to themselves and count how many letters are in
the word. Once they have the answer they look up at the
Spelling Mania sheet and do the exercise that coincides
with the correct number.
** Variation can be found in the English section: Sound
Mania & in the Math section: Math Mania

1
2
3
4
5

Spelling Mania Exercise Sheet
6
11
Straddle Stretch
7
12
Jumping Jacks
8
13
Windmills
9
14
Jog in Place
10
15
Push – Ups

Lesson In:
Name
Equipment:

Alphabet Repetition
K-5
Grade’s:
Tossing Alphabet
2 Sets of Alphabet Cards & 1 Ball per Child

Description: Scatter the cards everywhere in the room.
Each student stands by their own letter. The student has to
toss the ball in the air and catch for every letter in the
alphabet until they get to their letter. (i.e., if they are
standing on “D”. Toss catch “A”, toss catch “B”, toss catch
www.rhepe.com
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“C” toss catch “D”.) If they do this they get a point and
move on to a new letter. If they drop the ball they just have
to move on to a new letter. Play this for 2 minutes, then
change it to where they can only say the alphabet if the ball
is in the air. This will work on higher tosses and catches
and progressing to saying their alphabet a little faster.
Lesson In:
Name
Equipment:

Grade’s:
Alphabet 8’s
1 Jump Rope per Person

K-5

Description: Have the students make a lazy 8 out of their
jump rope (i.e. the infinity symbol). Student traces over the
lazy 8 jump rope with their hand. Teacher must provide
these verbal cures, “ Start in the middle. Go in a circle up
and to the left and back to the middle. Continue in a circle
up and to the right and back to the middle”. After they trace
this pattern 10 times then have them add the alphabet into
their movement. The lazy 8 pattern can also be performed
with juggling, basketball, streamers, or by drawing it on
paper or on a chalkboard.

Lesson In:
Name
Equipment:

15

K-5
Grade’s:
Spot Flip
Set of Paper plates with upper case letters
on one side and the same lower case letter
on the other. Set of paper plates with odd
numbers on one side and even numbers on
the other. Set of paper plates with
consonants on one side and vowels on the
other, and 13 cones/cups.
© Eric Turrill 2010

Description: Divide your class into two teams. Place all the
alphabet spots out on the ground. One team is the upper
case team and the other is the lower case team. The
students go around and flip their spots facing up for their
team, then move on to another spot. After the students have
played for several minutes, ask them to freeze. Now add the
number spots. One team is now the uppercase and even
numbers. The other team is now the lowercase and odd
numbers. After the students have played for several
minutes, ask them to freeze. Now add the cones. One team
is the uppercase, even, cone up team, one team is the
lowercase, odd, cone down team. Play for a while.
Variation: Instead of using the uppercase/lowercase spots,
use your vowel/consonant spots.
Lesson In:
Name
Equipment:

K-5
Grade’s:
Spelling Spots
1 Ball per Student & 1 set of Alphabet
Cards

Description: Scatter all your poly spots around the room.
Give each student a spelling word they have to go to the
letters of the word, toss and catch the ball 10 times, then
move on to the next letter of their word. When they have
completed their word then they go back to the teacher for a
new word.
Lesson In:
Name
Equipment:

Letter Formation
K-5
Grade’s:
Word Wall Dance
Spelling Words on The Wall

Name: Spelling Dance or Alphabet Dance
Grade Level: 1-5
www.rhepe.com
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Equipment: Spelling words on the wall or a role of
lowercase alphabet tape.
Description: The letters of the alphabet either extend above
the medium line (i.e. b,d,f,h,k,l, & t), stay on the medium
line ( i.e. a,c,e,I,m,n,o,r,s,u,v,w,x, & z), or extend below the
medium line (i.e. g,j,p,q, & y). For the letters above the
medium line the student has to reach high in the sky, for
letters on the medium line they have to touch their stomach,
and for letters below the medium line they have to touch
the floor. An example would be the word “stop” – “s”
touch your stomach, “t” reach the sky, “o” touch your
stomach, & “p” touch the ground. With enough spelling
words you can turn on the music and this almost turns into
a little dance
Lesson In:
Name
Equipment:

Grade’s:
Spelling True/False Tag
None

K-5

Description: Partners line up across from each other. Each
student has their own safe zone about 10 yards behind
them. Teacher picks one side of the line to be true and the
other side will be the false. Teacher will call out a spelling
word and if the answer is false the false person is the tagger
and if the answer is true the true person is the tagger. If
student #1 is the tagger then student #2 has to run back to
their safe zone before #1 tags them. If #2 gets tagged #1
wins that round. If #2 makes it to the safe zone they win
that round.
Classroom Variation: Have two students sitting across a
table from each other. Place a bean bag in the middle.
Give each student a “Right, True, Even, Noun” card and a
“Left, False, Odd, Verb” card. Place the right card on your
right side and the left card on your left side. The teacher
calls out a spelling word. If the answer is False grab the
bean bag with your left hand, if the answer is True grab
17
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with your right hand. If you grab with the wrong hand the
other player gets the point. Place the bean bag in the middle
and listen to the next math problem. Make sure the players
always begin with their hands on the bottom corner of their
desk.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Spelling & Cooperation Grade’s: 1-5
Make it, Take it
1 bean bag per group, 1 cone per group,
bucket, cards with letters on them.
By Hugh Brockway; Lovettsville Elementary, Virginia

Description: Groups of 2-3. Place bucket in center. Scatter
cards with letters facing down around bucket. One at time,
student takes bean bag and stands on a card, tosses bag into
bucket. If bag lands in bucket, take that card and their bag
back to group. Next student goes. While other students are
going, try making words with what letters they have.
Adaptation, allow letters facing up, so students can try to
make specific words.
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Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Verbs & Adverbs
Grade’s:
Verb, Adverb Charades
15 cards with verbs and 15 cards of
adverbs.

1-5

Description: One student holds up a stack of 15 cards with
one verb on each, a second student holds up another stack
of 15 cards with adverbs on them. The class performs the
combination, every 10 seconds the helpers will change their
cards and the class will do the new combinations. Variation
would be to have two students to guess the verb adverb
charades from the actions of the students. Same game just
reversed rolls
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Nouns & Verbs
Grade’s:
Noun or Verb Freeze Tag
None

1-5

Description: Pick ¼ class to be the taggers. If you get
tagged by a tagger then you are frozen. The tagger tells you
a word and you have to tell the tagger whether that word is
a noun or a verb. If you are correct then you go right back
into the game. If you are incorrect then the tagger repeats
the word, gives you the correct answer, you repeat the
correct answer and now you are back in the game. After a
couple minutes pick the next ¼ of the class and they are
now the taggers. Continue until everyone has a turn to be a
tagger.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Nouns & Verbs
1-5
Grade’s:
Noun Verb Tag
Outside: None
Inside: 1 ball of paper per partner group

Description: Partners line up across one another in the
middle of the gym. 15 yards behind each player is a safety
19
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line. Students first agree on who is going to be the noun
and who is the verb. If the teacher calls out a noun the noun
student tags the verb student before the verb students
reaches their safety line. If the teacher calls out a verb then
the verb tags the noun before the noun reaches their safety
line.
Classroom Variation: Have two students sitting across a
table from each other. Place a bean bag in the middle. Give
each student a “Right, True, Even, Noun” card and a “Left,
False, Odd, Verb” card. Place the right card on your right
side and the left card on your left side. The teacher calls out
a word. If the answer is Verb grab the bean bag with your
left hand, if the answer is Noun grab with your right hand.
If you grab with the wrong hand the other player gets the
point. Place the bean bag in the middle and listen to the
next word. Make sure the players always begin with their
hands on the bottom corner of their desk.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Vowels – a, e, i, o, u Grade’s:
Sound Mania
Sound Mania Exercise Sheet

1-5

Description: Students are spread out in personal space. I
call out a word. The students, on their own, figure out
which vowel sound they hear. Once they have the answer
they look up at the Sound Mania sheet and do the exercise
that coincides with the correct number.
** Variations can be found in the Spelling section: Spelling
Mania & in the Math section: Math Mania

a
e
i
o
u

Sound Mania Exercise Sheet
Jumping Jacks
Windmills
Jog in Place
Push – Ups
Straddle Stretch

Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

The 12 Months
Grade’s:
Macarena Months
Song Macarena

1-5

Description: Students perform the Macarena and for every
movement they count by 2’s. (i.e., right hand down 2, left
hand down 4, right hand up 6, left hand up 8, right hand to
shoulder 10, left hand to shoulder 12, etc. There are 12
steps to the elcro
so they are learning to multiply be
2’s up to 12. Next try 5’s & 10’s, then go back to 3’s & 4’s.
If they are really good jump up to the 6’s, 7’s, 8’, & 9’s

Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Writing Sentences
Grade’s:
PE Rules Acrostic
1 Worksheet per Student

4-5

Physical Education Class Rules Worksheet
NAME ___________ TEACHER___________________
You may work in a group or get your family to help.
If other people worked with you, put their names here
_________________________

21
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Directions: Include the letters for PE RULES in
statements that describe the physical education class, P.E.
rules and procedures at your school.
Example:
Physical Education is fun!
Exercises are part of physical education
Respect others.
Use equipment safely.
Listen and follow directions

Everyone gets quiet when the teacher’s hand goes up.

Sliding on the P.E. floor is not allowed.

Make your own list with these letters.
P
E
R
U
L
E
S
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Foreign Languages
3-5
Grade’s:
Language of the Day
Print out the following poster and give 1 per
student to keep in their Language folder.

Description

Writing Process
3-5
Grade’s:
My Jump Rope Routine
1 Worksheet & 1 Jump Rope per Students

Description: Today your students will be relating the
method of developing a jump rope routine to the Writing
Process.
• Pre-writing (think about tumbling skills to use),
• Draft (Practice sequence and write it down),
• Revise (Practice and make it better),
• Edit (Show a friend, make corrections),
• Publish (Show to teacher)
NAME ______________ TEACHER ________________
You must develop and perform a jump rope sequence with
good transitions between them. Depending on your grade

23
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level your routine has to have at least the following number
of skills:
Grade 3 – 4 to 5 different types of jump rope skills.
Grade 4 – 5 to 6 different types of jump rope skills.
Grade 5 – 6 to 7 different types of jump rope skills
List the individual jump rope skills in the proper order of
your routine. Remember to use the Writing Process to
guide you through this activity.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Writing Process
1-5
Grade’s:
Create A Game
3 Different Pieces of Equipment per Group

Description: I have a poster with the 5 parts to the writing
process hanging in my gym. #1 Pre-writing #2 Drafting #3
Revising #4 Editing #5 Publishing. I partner up the students
and give them three pieces of equipment the partners then
go to personal space and talk out a plan for a game that has
four parts: 1. Name, 2. Rules, 3. Scoring, 4. Rotation. The
talking phase is equivalent to the Pre-writing phase of the
writing process. The partners then begin to draft their
game. As they find areas that need work on they will revise
their game. After they have played it they will sit down and
talk out the game again, Edit. Do they like it or what needs
changing? Last step is to call the teacher over and show
them your game with the four parts, this is Publishing.

Description: Group of three one is the photographer, one is
the camera, one is the imaginary animal. Photographer
guides the camera around and the camera covers their eyes.
When the photographer wants to take a picture of an animal
they tap the camera on the head gently, the camera opens
their eyes and looks at the animal, the photographer taps
the camera gently on the head after 4 seconds and the
camera closes their eyes again. The camera now turns
around and tells the photographer what they saw in great
detail. Lower grades might need some criteria to look for.
This activity develops the students internal visualization
and how they interpret that image.

Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:
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Visual Imaging &
1-5
Grade’s:
Communication
Safari / Olympic Photo Shoot
None

www.rhepe.com

Visualizing Details & Grade’s:
1-5
Communication
Picture Pose
75 pictures on individual construction paper
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Description: Groups of two. One student picks a picture
card and has to explain the picture in such detail that the
partner will be able to make the pose to imitate the picture,
then switch with a new picture. Works on describing details
in an image. Equipment: 50 pictures on individuals or
animals pasted on construction paper.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Visual Imaging
1-5
Grade’s:
Dancing With the Stars
75 pictures on individual construction paper

Creative Thinking
1-5
Lesson In:
Grade’s:
Fast Lists
Name:
None
Equipment:
By Hugh Brockway; Lovettsville Elementary, Virginia
Description: Partners. Teacher calls category. Students
take turns saying items to each other in that category. If
stuck, student does 3 jumping jacks while thinking. When
both are stuck, wait for next category. Fast, hot, yellow,
fuzzy, funny, far away, up high, cold

Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

+ - x ÷
Grade’s:
Math Mania
Math Mania Exercise Sheet

1-5

Description: Students are spread out in personal space. I
call out a math problem that has an answer between 1 and
27
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20. The students individually figure out the answer, once
they have the answer they look up at the Math Mania sheet
and do the exercise that coincides with the correct number.
First & second graders can do addition, subtraction,
algebra, 3 number addition and subtraction. Third graders
are beginning to multiply and divide plus more algebra.
Fourth and fifth graders can multiply, divide, add, subtract,
3,4,5,6, numbers at a time. (i.e., 100 divided by 4 times 2
minus 40 plus 1 = ? Answer 11). Spelling words can be
used by counting the number of letters in the word.

1
2
3
4
5

Math Mania Exercise Sheet
6 11 16 21
Push – Ups
7 12 17 22
Straddle Stretch
8 13 18 23
Jumping Jacks
9 14 19 24
Windmills
10 15 20 25
Jog in Place

** Variations can be found in the Spelling section: Spelling
Mania & in the English section: Sound Mania
On the next page is another example. This is the poster I
have hanging in my gymnasium.
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Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

+ - x ÷

1-5
Grade’s:
Math Ball
Take any ball and randomly place the
numbers 1-5 on it with permanent marker
and provide one ball for every partner group

Description: Research shows that once a student learns the
proper throwing pattern then all they need is repetition.
When a student is focusing on the proper steps they are
actually interfering with their bodies ability to throw. If you
can get the students to focus on something else their
throwing will actually improve. Try it.
Teach the proper throwing pattern. Then play this
game. When you catch the ball with both hands check what
numbers are under both thumbs. The individual can add the
two numbers together or subtract, multiply, or divide. The
partners can add their individual numbers and them add
www.rhepe.com
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them to their groups. 1st & 2nd graders can learn left thumb
addition or right pinkie subtraction from 50. Change it up
and have fun.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Place Values
Grade’s:
Place Value Scoring
Varies Upon Activity

1-5

Description: Instead of having the students keep score by
ones have the students keep score by 100, 500, 1,000, etc.
On the third grade SOL one of the items is place value.
Keeping score this way teaches the students that 1,000 is
one thousand, not 10 hundred. 1,200 is one thousand two
hundred, not 12 hundred. My third grade teachers are using
this during their class PE activities and they have seen
improvements.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:
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Place Values
Grade’s:
Putting Place Value

1-5

Addition & Cooperation Grade’s: 1-5
Odd or Even for Cooperation
2 students & 2 hands full of fingers

© Eric Turrill 2010

Description: When our students disagree about something
they are taught to play odd/even to end their dispute. Both
students agree that the winner is the winner, end of story.
Students agree on who is even and who is odd. Students
place one hand behind their backs and on the count of three
they pull out their hand and flash a random set of fingers.
The two hands are added together and if odd the odd person
wins and if even the even person wins. Conner and Alex
are fighting over who gets to put the ball away. Alex says
he will be the odd numbers and both place one fist behind
their backs. On the count of three Alex flashes 4 fingers
and Conner flashes 2 fingers. 4+2=6, six is even and
Conner was the even numbers so he wins and get to put the
ball away.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

+ - x ÷
Grade’s:
Odd Even Tag
None

1-3

Description: Partners line up across from each other. Each
student has their own safe zone about 10 yards behind
them. Students agree on who will be even numbers and
who will be the odd numbers. I will call out a math
problem and if the answer is odd the odd person is the
tagger and if the answer is even the even person is the
tagger. If student #1 is the tagger then student #2 has to run
back to their safe zone before #1 tags them. If #2 gets
tagged #1 wins that round. If #2 makes it to the safe zone
they win that round.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

+ - x ÷

Grade’s:
Math Tag
None

1-5

Description: Pick ¼ class to be the taggers. If you get
tagged by a tagger then you are frozen the only way back
www.rhepe.com
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into the game is to answer the math problem the tagger
gives you. If you are correct you are back in the game. If
you are incorrect the tagger tells you the answer and then
you are back in the game. After a couple minutes pick the
next ¼ and they are now the taggers. Continue until
everyone has a turn to be a tagger.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Multiples of___?
Grade’s:
Macarena Math
Song Macarena

1-5

Description: Students perform the Macarena and for every
movement they count by 2’s. (i.e., right hand down 2, left
hand down 4, right hand up 6, left hand up 8, right hand to
shoulder 10, left hand to shoulder 12, etc. There are 12
steps to the elcro
so they are learning to multiply be
2’s up to 12. Next try 5’s & 10’s, then go back to 3’s & 4’s.
If they are really good jump up to the 6’s, 7’s, 8’, & 9’s
Lesson In: Grouping, multiplication, division
Name: “Beat the Clock”
Grade Level: 3-5
Equipment: Music
Description: Students start in personal space. Tell them
the selected locomotor movement and group size. When
music starts they move in chosen locomotor movement.
When the music stops they must get into specified group in
less than 10 seconds. Students not in a group go to the
“Remainder” area. Count the number of groups formed.
Have students multiply by the number in the group to
determine the class size. Then add in the “Remainder”.
Choose another size group and repeat the activity. This
time have them notice how many groups can be formed for
the size of the class and count the remainder. Next tell
them the group size and ask how many groups will be
formed before the movement starts.
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Name:
Name:
Equipment:

Counting by Multiples Grade’s:
Toss & Count by ___?
1 ball per partner group

1-5

Lesson In: Multiplication
Name: Counting by 2,5,10, 3,4,
Grade Level: 1-5
Equipment: one ball per partners
Description: Research shows that once a student learns the
proper throwing pattern then all they need is repetition.
When a student is focusing on the proper steps they are
actually interfering with their bodies ability to throw. If you
can get the students to focus on something else their
throwing will actually improve. Try it.
Teach the proper throwing pattern. Then play this
game. Instead of having the students count their catches by
ones. Have them count by two’s then 5’s, then 10’s and for
the better groups 3’s, 4’s, 6’s, etc. By having groups work
at their ability level you are almost getting into
differentiation.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Counting by Multiples Grade’s:
Competitive Counting
None

1-5

Description: Partners. Teacher calls category. Students
take turns saying items to each other in that category. If
stuck, student does 3 jumping jacks while thinking. When
both are stuck, wait for next category. Fast, hot, yellow,
fuzzy, funny, far away, up high, cold
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:
www.rhepe.com

Multiplication Facts
Grade’s:
Pass The Trash
None

1-5
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Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Order of the Planets
1-5
Grade’s:
Solar System Golf
12 cones, 9 frisbee golf baskets, 1 frisbee
per student, one sign per planet

Description: Place the 12 cones in a circular formation in
the center of the field, this is your sun. Place one elcro
golf basket @ 10 yds away this is Mercury. Venus will be
@ 20 yds. Earth @ 30 yds. Mars @ 40. Jupiter @ 50 yds.
Saturn @ 60 yds. Uranus @ 70 yds. Neptune @ 80 yds.
And Pluto @ 90 yds. These planets are placed in a circular
pattern around the sun. Students and their partner begin at
the sun. One student chooses the first planet the second
student throws first. Object is to see who can get their
elcro into the basket in the fewest number of throws.
Winner picks the next planet. Partners come back to the
sun. Winner picks a new planet and the other student
throws first. Keep playing until you have played all nine
planets.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Planets in the Solar
3-5
Grade’s:
System
Around The Solar System
Basketballs, basket with planet of the solar
system signs around the key

Description: This game is just like “Around the World”
except the spots on the key are marked by signs with planet
names on them. Start with Mercury and work your way
around to Pluto
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Data Collection

Grade’s:

1-5

Water Cycle
1-5
Grade’s:
Evaporation
Lots of hula hoops, 1 frisbee or ball per
group of 2-3, 1 cone per group
By Hugh Brockway; Lovettsville Elementary, Virginia

Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Description: Preface – hoops are puddles of water after a
rain. Frisbees are rays of sunshine. Discuss what happens
when sun shines on water. Groups of 2-3. Place hoops flat
on floor so that they touch other hoops. Bunch them as
close as possible. Each group has 1 frisbee, at a cone. On
start, 1 student tosses Frisbee low, trying to land it in a
hoop completely (on edge doesn’t count). If completely in,
student travels safely out and retrieves hoops AND Frisbee
to the group. Hand Frisbee to next in line. Repeat. If
Frisbee does not land in a hoop, only retrieve Frisbee to
next student.
Lesson In:
Name:

Lesson In: Data Collection
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Name: Mile Data Collection
Grade Level: 4-5
Equipment: Area to run the mile, Data collection sheet,
pencils, clip boards, teacher with stop watch
Description: On the day to run the Mile, divide students
into pairs. While one runs, the other collects data by
recording the time for each lap on the data collection form.
The data collectors stand or sit close to the teacher with
their pencils, clip boards, and forms. When their partner
passes, the teacher calls out the time. The data collector
records the correct time for each lap. At the finish the data
collector records the final time then accompanies the runner
during the cool down. S/He then gives the form to the
teacher.
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Any Class Concepts
1-5
Grade’s:
Any Classroom Information That Can Fit
38

Equipment:

Into A True/False Question.
Outside: None
Inside:1 ball of paper for each partner group

Description: Partners line up across from each other. Each
student has their own safe zone about 10 yards behind
them. Students agree on who will be true and who will be
false. I will call out a question and if the answer is true the
true person is the tagger and if the answer is false the false
person is the tagger. If student #1 is the tagger then student
#2 has to run back to their safe zone before #1 tags them. If
#2 gets tagged #1 wins that round. If #2 makes it to the safe
zone they win that round.
Classroom Variation: Have two students sitting across a
table from each other. Place a bean bag in the middle. Give
each student a “Right, True, Even, Noun” card and a “Left,
False, Odd, Verb” card. Place the right card on your right
side and the left card on your left side. The teacher calls out
a question. If the answer is False grab the bean bag with
your left hand, if the answer is True grab with your right
hand. If you grab with the wrong hand the other player gets
the point. Place the bean bag in the middle and listen to the
next math problem. Make sure the players always begin
with their hands on the bottom corner of their desk.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Solid, Liquid, Gas
Grade’s:
Matter Tag
None

After a couple minutes pick the next ¼ and they are now
the taggers. Continue until everyone has a turn to be a
tagger.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Force Friction
1-5
Grade’s:
Force Friction Experimentation
None

Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Force Friction
Grade’s:
Force Friction Tug of War
None

1-5

1-5

Description: Divide your class into ¼. ¼ of the class are the
taggers and the other ¾ run away. If a tagger tags you, you
are frozen they will then tell you a substance and if you
respond with the correct answer of solid, gas, or liquid then
you are unfrozen and back in the game. If you are incorrect
then the tagger tells you the proper answer, you repeat the
answer, and you are then unfrozen and back in the game.
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Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

States & Capitals
3-5
Grade’s:
State & Capital Traveling Spelling
1 deck of state & capital flash cards, 26
alphabet posters, 26 movement cards

Description: Around the gym we have the letters of the
alphabet taped to the walls, under each letter we have a
movement card. We have different sets of movement cards.
One set has 2 exercises per card. One set has a hockey skill
per card, another set has a soccer skill per card, another set
has a volleyball skill per card, another has a basketball skill
per card. As the students enter the room they are given a
partner and a spelling card. The partners skip to the first
letter of the spelling word, do the movement 10 times, skip
to the next letter do that movement 10 times and continue
until you have spelled the word. Skip back to the teacher
and they will give you the next card. When you feel that a
group should be able to spell the word, instead of giving
them the spelling card, flash them the spelling card and
make them work out the spelling of the word.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

States & Capitals
Grade’s:
States & Capitals Tag
None

3-5

Description: Divide your class into ¼. ¼ of the class are the
taggers and the other ¾ run away. If a tagger tags you, you
are frozen they will then tell you a state and if you respond
with the correct capital then you are unfrozen and back in
the game. If you are incorrect then the tagger tells you the
proper capital and you are then unfrozen and back in the
game. After a couple minutes pick the next ¼ and they are
now the taggers. Continue until everyone has a turn to be a
tagger.
41
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Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

State & Capitals
1-5
Grade’s:
“Horse” State & Capital style
3 ft. x 5 ft. map of the United States and
two bean bags.

Description: Map is taped to the wall and the students are
partnered and stand behind a taped line @ 10 feet away
from the map. Player #1 calls out a state, if player #2
answers with the capital and throws the bean bag and hits
the state player #1 gets a letter (H). If player #2 misses the
capital or misses the throw at the state then he gets the
letter (H). Player #2 now calls out a state and #1 names the
capital and throws at the state. Keep playing until one
player spells H-O-R-S-E. then start a new game.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

1-5
States & Capitals
Grade’s:
Tic-Tac-Toe for States & Capitals
3 ft. x 5 ft. map of the United States, two
yarn balls, black floor tape.

Description: Map is taped to the wall and the students are
partnered and stand behind a taped line @ 10 feet away
from the map. Tape a tic-tac-toe board on the U.S. map.
Player #1 throws the ball at the U.S. map. Player #2
watches what state the ball hits and calls out that state, if
player #1 knows the capital then they get to place a elcro
X in that box. Player #2 now tries to hit another box, but
they can not hit a marked box. If they hit a marked box or
miss the map they lose their turn. Three XXX or three
OOO in a row wins the game.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:
43

U.S. Geography
Grade’s:
From Sea to Shining Sea
3x5 ft. U.S. map

Description: Barbs school runs 3rd-5th graders during their
PE times, class PE times, and recess the students enter their
laps into the classes spreadsheet which tallies their
individual miles and the classes miles. Eric’s school runs
1st-5th graders before school for 15 minutes when the
students are finished the 1st-2nd graders write their laps
down on a printed form of the spreadsheet, while the 3rd-5th
graders log their laps onto the spreadsheet on the stand
alone computer in the P.E. room. Barb’s school is
networked so she can access all the classes spreadsheets
from her office. She types in each classes miles into a
separate spreadsheet which tallies the miles. Eric uses one
spreadsheet for the entire school which also tallies the
miles. On the bulletin board you have your map of the U.S.
and distances from state capital to capital. Begin in
Richmond, Virginia and have your school travel to all the
states and their capitals. Each school and year will have
their own mileage goals to travel from state to state. (i.e.,
50 school miles will move you to each state)
For the Virginia state map begin in your area and travel to
the main cities or historical areas. I used Yahoo maps to tell
me the distances from Richmond to Charlottesville,
Charlottesville to Harrisonburg, Harrisonburg to
Winchester, etc. Now every school and year will have their
own mileage goals. This year 10 laps equals 1 mile. Make
it meet your needs.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

State Geography
Grade’s:
Making a Statement
3x5 ft. State map

1-5

1-5
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Equipment: Pedometers, Virginia Map worksheet,
computer or sheet to record steps
Description:
STEPPING ACROSS VIRGINIA is a program that
integrates Virginia History SOL review for 4th and 5th
graders with physical education.
• 4th and 5th grade students will wear pedometers
during a 2 week fitness unit in February.
• They will set goals to increase the number of steps
they take each day during physical education class.
• They will record the number of steps they
accumulate each day on the computer .
• They will work in groups of 3 to add their steps
together to travel by map to various historical sites
around the state of Virginia.
• At each site they visit, the group will write a short
explanation of a historic event that occurred at the
site.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

1-5
Civil War History
Grade’s:
Take The Fort
3 4x8 tumbling mats, 25 nerf balls, 8
scooters

Description: Make a stand up cylinder by attaching the
elcro edges of the mats together. Have 1/3 of your class
sit inside the fort (mats). The remaining 2/3 is outside the
fort sitting on their horses (scooters). You can simulate any
civil war battle. The soldiers on horses will toss the balls
into the fort while the soldiers inside the fort will toss the
balls back out. After three minutes of battle. Yell “Hold
your fire!!!.” Everyone must stop on the general’s signal.
The team with the least amount of balls wins this battle.
45
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Make sure you explain in the actual battle that you are
recreating who really won.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

1-5
Civil War History
Grade’s:
Cannon Attack
12 red scooters, 12 blue scooters, 24
bowling pins, 2 red hula hoops, 2 blue hula
hoops, 24 nerf balls.

Description: Designate an area equal to half a basketball
court as your field of battle. The North (red) team begins at
one side and the South (blue) team begins on the other side.
Each soldier has a scooter and a bowling pin. The bowling
pins are sitting up on top of the scooters and the soldier has
to push the scooter with out touching their bowling pin.
The red hula hoops are laying in the field of battle but
closer to the blue teams half of the field and the blue hula
hoops are on the red teams half. All the balls are laying out
in the field of battle. When you yell “Attack”. The soldiers
push their scooters and pins towards the other team. When
you get close enough to pick up a cannon ball (nerf ball)
then you can throw it and try and knock down a pin on the
other team. Everyone must always be on the ground. If
your pin falls off your scooter you go back to your teams
beginning side and start again. If you are able to push your
scooter to your teams hula hoop and dump it in the hula
hoop with out anyone knocking it over, you score a point
for your team. When you do this pick up your scooter and
bowling pin, go back to your starting side and begin again.
Except now you must help a teammate who has not scored
yet. Winning team is the team with the most soldiers who
scored. Make sure you explain in the actual battle that you
are recreating who really won.
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Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Circulatory System
1-5
Grade’s:
Heart Obstacle Course
Cones, Parachute, volleyball standards,
mats, balance beam, academic flash cards,
scooters, upper body stations, lower body
stations, 30 three inch red noodle slices, 30
three inch purple noodle slices

Equipment: Cones, Parachute, volleyball standards, mats,
balance beam, academic flash cards, scooters, upper body
stations, lower body stations, 30 three inch red noodle
slices, 30 three inch purple noodle slices.
Description: Call me at school Eric Turrill 540-338-6830 or
email me eturrill@loudoun.gov I still need to write this up,
but it is amazing the information the students pull out of
this kinesthetic activity.
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Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Grade’s:

1-5

Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Grade’s:

1-5

Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Grade’s:

1-5
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Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Grade’s:

1-5

Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Grade’s:

1-5

Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Muscle Identification Grade’s:
Muscle Tag
None

1-5

Equipment: None
Description: Variation of Muscle Tag except the tagger
points to their bone and the frozen student hast to name the
bone to get back in the game. If wrong the tagger tells the
bone.

Description: Pick ¼ class to be the taggers. If you get
tagged by a tagger then you are frozen the only way back
into the game is to name the muscle the tagger is pointing
at. If you answer correctly you are back in the game. If you
are incorrect then the tagger tells you the muscle. After a
couple minutes pick the next ¼ and they are now the
taggers. Continue until everyone has a turn to be a tagger.
Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Bone Identification
Grade’s:
Bone Tag
None

4-5

Lesson In: Bone Identification
Name: Bone Tag
Grade Level: 4-5
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Lesson In:
Name:
Equipment:

Grade’s:

1-5

Lesson In: how to use a spreadsheet
Name: Spreadsheet for Running Club
Grade Level: 3-5
Equipment: Spreadsheet on a computer for each class, SEE
ATTACHED HANDOUT
Description: Each class has a spreadsheet on the network.
The spreadsheet has each students name on it with 10
empty cells and a column which adds their total laps and a
second column that converts the laps into your miles. After
the students run their laps they go back to their class, log on
to their computer access their spreadsheet, type in their
daily laps and the spreadsheet does the rest.
Name: Database for Presidential Fitness Test
Grade Level: 4-5
Equipment: Database Template in the computer lab on the
server, SEE ATTACHED
HANDOUT
Description: I have created a template for a database that
has fields for name, teacher, age, gender, fall scores (pull
up, curl-up, shuttle run, sit & reach, mile), goal scores, and
spring scores (pull up, curl-up, shuttle run, sit & reach,
mile). Our school’s technology instructor has to teach
databases to the fourth and fifth graders so he is using my
template to teach a database. The students enter in all their
basic information then after I have tested everyone in the
fall I will give the classroom teacher a photocopy of the
final scores. The classroom teacher will give the student
their fitness scores before their computer lab time. When
the student gets into the lab they will access their database
and enter in their fall scores. In the winter I will teach goal
setting and the classroom teacher will let the kids enter
their goals during their lab times. Spring final scores are the
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same. The nice part about this database is that it has a
report card report for each student that I can print and send
home in their report card folders. At the end of the year I
can print their fall and spring scores on a label and place it
on their permanent fitness record. The computer and
students do all my paper work for me. SWEET.....
Name:
Equipment:

Grade’s:

1-5

Lesson In: How to use a spreadsheet
Name: Spreadsheet for Pull Up Club
Grade Level: 3-5
Equipment: stand alone computer with a spreadsheet
program and a pull up bar.
Description: During my winter warm ups the students have
the opportunity to do some pull ups. After their pull ups
they go to the stand alone computer and enter their pull ups
into the spreadsheet. I can sort their pull ups by class,
gender, grade, or school for bulletin board, morning
announcement, and newsletter promotions, I mean
announcements.

Eric A. Turrill – 2008 VA PE TOY
Round Hill Elementary School
17115 Evening Star Drive
Round Hill, Virginia 20141
(540) 751-2450
Eric.Turrill@loudoun.k12.va.us
www.rhepe.com
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